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Training the Tongue

When one starts a new instrument, he is at the lowest ebb of sound
production and technical control he can ever be. This tempts the teacher to
"let sleeping dogs lie" if the beginning student seems to be getting along
fairly well at the start and improves some each week. He can be forming
many bad habits while still progressing from the beginner's viewpoint, and
this is the origin of most of the "hang-ups" the intermediate or advanced
brass player encounters. A dedicated and competent teacher should ask
himself at each lesson: "Is this student doing something today that will
impede his progress five or ten years from now?" In this article I will discuss
some danger signals in the beginner, how to recognize them, how they will
hinder progress, and how to cope with them. My diagnosis is based on a
study at Weber State College, financed by a research grant from the U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfare. It was our intent to study the
many differences between the beginning, intermediate, and advanced player.
Ten players were selected, each at a different level of advancement, for X-
ray probes into the mouth, lips and throat. We also developed and used
devices to measure wind pressures in the mouthpiece, oral cavity and
pharynx. Our findings will be discussed in more detail later in this
article._Meanwhile back to the beginning student.

The Lips

It is surprising how many players are unaware of the simple fact that the
upper lip vibrates by force of wind to produce the sound. If this fact were
uppermost in their minds at all times, they would not punish that piece of
flesh as they do. I believe in buzzing, both with and without the mouthpiece,
to create this awareness. Buzzing also softens the tissue in the lips and
makes it more responsive. Some lips are naturally tender and responsive,
while others are gristly and stubborn. This fact can easily be recognized at
the beginning, because the player who is born with the responsive lip will
always be able to play with less effort than the player with the thick
unresponsive lip. This explains why many professional players of small



stature can play louder and higher than others twice their weight and size.
The first notes played on a brass instrument are almost always in the lower
register. In an effort to attain a big, open tone the beginner often spreads his
lips too far apart. We found in our X-ray studies that beginning players' lips
were more spread than those of advanced players, even in the same range.
Later on, this spread position will make playing fluent passages over the
range of the horn impossible. Many high notes will be missed because the
player cannot shift the mouthpiece position. To avoid this, the beginning
player must learn to play his lower tones with the lips as close as they must
be for the high register, even though he does not (or should not) try to play
higher than he can easily go. It is important that all the red membrane be
enclosed within the cup of the mouthpiece, and that the rim rest on the white
portion of lips. If a player's lips are too thick to allow this placement, he will
always suffer early fatigue and poor range, and probably should not be
playing a small-mouthpiece instrument. A good teacher must look for this
problem at the beginning and warn the student. Sometimes a student would
rather play the instrument of his choice badly than another one well. This, of
course, leaves the decision up to the player. Another important factor in
mouthpiece setting is that one does not change pressure any more than
absolutely necessary. A principal cause for missing intervals, both for the
beginning student and the advanced player, is sudden change of pressure. It's
as important not to lessen pressure suddenly for low tones as it is not to add
it for high Lip and facial muscles are often neglected at the beginning and
remain neglected as the player continues. Muscles which are not developed
consciously will not automatically develop. A good embouchure is the result
of opposing muscles being used with compatibility. The corners of the
mouth must be gripped and held firm. These are foundation muscles and
must not be collapsed or too relaxed even in the low register. The center
muscles close to the mouthpiece draw toward the center to form a cushion.
Thus, one set of muscles draws slightly away from the mouthpiece while the
other draws toward it. A person born with a protruding lower jaw will
invariably tend to apply too much pressure on the upper lip and also to
tongue too far forward. One with a receding lower jaw has the tendency to
tongue too mushy and too far back in the mouth and allow the lower lip to
roll over the lower teeth. This chokes the tone and applies too much pressure
to the upper lip. 

Training the Tongue



In addition to releasing notes and performing various articulations, the
tongue has a great bearing on tone production. A beginner who has a tight,
forced tone is often told by his director or teacher to relax his tongue for
good tone. Actually the tongue when it is relaxed does not lie flat in the
bottom of the mouth but lies along the roof of the mouth, with the tip resting
behind the upper teeth. Of course, this position will ultimately impair tone
production. Instead of relaxing the tongue, the player must open the throat
by pulling the tongue down to the bottom of the mouth. I believe the
beginning student must be taught the use of the tongue to release notes right
at his first lesson. The tongue must be placed behind the upper teeth-not
between them. I have corrected numerous players who, even after years of
playing, thrust the tongue forward and back instead of up and down in the
mouth. A beginner should be encouraged to release his tongue even too hard
at the beginning, because the muscle must be developed and made strong
before it can later be refined and used in a much less percussive manner.
Many different attacks (or releases as I prefer to call them) have to be
developed as the student advances, but the first consideration is for a clean
sharp sound–not thu but tu. A very common "hang-up" in intermediate and
advanced players is the bouncing of the jaw while tonguing. Many players
suffer from insecurity and unmusical sound for years, completely unaware
that they are chewing each note. One can be so oblivious of the fact that he
will refuse to believe it when told until he looks in the mirror and sees what
is happening. Smoothness, accuracy and musical sound cannot exist as long
as this fault persists. In our research project, X-rays revealed that beginning
players used the entire tongue for the emission of each note. The radiologist
who interpreted our pictures stated that "the movement of the tongue in
beginning players resembled the head of a woodpecker." As the player
became more experienced, the tongue stroke became shorter. Advanced
players used only the first inch or inch and a half of the tongue for all
attacks. The stroke was close and from the upper teeth to the lower-in other
words vertical, not forward and back. I do not allow a beginner to observe
staccato markings or to separate notes. Why allow bad habits to be formed
that will have to by broken later on? I prefer students to tongue on a steady
wind stream with a clean, firm tongue. I introduce separate or detached notes
only when they have acquired sufficient control to follow instructions, work
out definite concepts of sound, and recognize the sensations of muscles
involved. Let me again stress the importance of keeping the jaw still while
tonguing. Otherwise, as the student progresses into music requiring control
and finesse, the jaw (a large bulky muscle not readily controlled) will not
allow him to develop speed, smoothness or accuracy.



New Articulation Approach

Staccato or any form of detached playing needs special understanding. I
believe the same concept of desired sound exists among most fine players,
but many have not analyzed what actually produces it. This prompted me to
first use X-ray machines in 1966. The tongue belongs behind the upper
teeth, where it is not difficult to place if one is aware of the fact that it must
be there. Then when an accent or staccatissimo is required in the music, the
tongue is pressed more firmly behind the teeth, pointed more, and released
with an explosive sound. When playing legato, the tongue is softenedand the
release portion is more broad. It gently pushes the gum above the upper teeth
but does not interfere with the steady wind stream. In double or triple
tonguing, the first inch or inch and a half of the tongue is the only portion
used. Bad sound results when the "k" is produced too far back in the mouth.
The best detached sound is produced by stopping the sound with no let down
or abrupt ending. Through X-ray studies and analyzing my own sensations, I
am convinced this interruption of the wind column occurs in the throat, not
behind the tongue. The wind is pressed up by the abdominal muscles and
trapped behind the vocal cords, which automatically close. With the release
of the tongue the cords spontaneously part, allowing the desired (continued
page 16) amount of wind to rush into the mouthpiece. The throat is also
responsible for smooth, uninterrupted phrasing. Control of the vocal cords
by means of the laryngeal muscles does not produce tightness in the throat
any more than talking or singing does. An effective way to approach this
technique is to have the student inhale as if he were going to sigh, then hold
still for an instant before expelling the wind. Once he has felt the sensation
he can transfer it to the instrument. Our X-rays showed that beginning
students selected at random and not trained by an experienced teacher had
very little action in the larynx region when playing staccato. The cords
moved slightly, but they neither touched when the sound was stopped nor
moved purposefully during the playing of a passage. On the other hand,
advanced and intermediate players approximated the true vocal cords while
the trumpet was silent and were seen to open these cords from 2 to 3 mm
whenever a sound was produced. The beginning player produced deficient
and unpredictable laryngeal movement (1 to 2 mm). Tongue pressure against
the upper incisors rather than steady laryngeal opening and closing
characterized his playing. Only the vocal cord has sufficient delicacy of
movement to guarantee desired quality of sound production or sound
interruption.



The Encouragement of Control

The more a player advances, the more refined his muscle control becomes.
The fingers remain close to the valves, the tongue stroke becomes shorter
and lip control becomes more accurate. All unnecessary movement is
eliminated until the player experienced a feeling of steady control. I realize
the importance of teaching musicianship, literature, and emotional response
to music, but without control of that piece of metal in the player's hands, no
music can satisfy either the performer or the listener. Our X-ray films of
beginning, intermediate and advanced players and their accompanying sound
tracks have proved very helpful in analyzing and encouraging that control.
The report of our findings, entitled The Improvement of Brass Teaching
Through the Use of a Profile of the Physical Aspects Involved, was
published as a U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare Project
No. O.H008 Grant No. 8-70-003(509).


